<b>Blitzkrieg!  The Attack on the West, 1940 - Games Played - as of 31Mar13</b>
<p>
<b>27Mar13 - 1st game!</b>
<p>
At Oslo's Ares KrigspilKlubb Påske (Easter) holiday meeting, I debuted/playtested Blitzkrieg!  The Attack on the West, 1940, and my first opponent was none other than Norwegian grognard and Europa veteran - mesterspiller/master player - Fred Førde.  Fred had also played France 1914 with me, and intrigued by the Germans' "new" offensive abilities he chose to command them.
<p>
My Allied setup was conventional, with weaker French armies behind the Maginot Line and the stronger ones and BEF on the Belgian border, ready to intervene, should Fred attack historically, which he both did ... and more.  Fred attacked into Belgium, at first overlooking that he was going through that neck of Holland dipping down, shielding it.  He pondered whether adding Holland to his menu was necessary, and then (looking at that narrow Belgium corridor and the Ardennes' stacking restrictions) decided to go ahead and replicate history.  His northern attack was slow to develop but steady, and I established what I thought were solid positions in front of him with the BEF, 3 French armies, a few corps, and the 1. Groupe Mobile.
<p>
However, Fred placed his *best* units on the 2 hexes to attack Maginot Line hex R5!  Thus, he had his two 5-factor armies, two 3-factor panzerkorps, and an infantry korps with each stack, giving him 18 factors against my army's 3x3=9.  Moreover, he massed enough airpower to survive interception and score a D on my unit, blowing it out of its entrenchment and making it (2x3=6) a 3:1 and then (with the Disruption bonus) 4:1 attack ... which SUCCEEDED.  (With a 66% chance of elimination with No Retreat! orders at 4:1 and my units so thin in the south that I couldn't afford to lose any, I had to accept the possibility of a D1-induced retreat out of the Maginot Line.)  Once the Maginot Line was breached, things steadily deteriorated:  my eastern/border armies and corps were then constantly scrambling to maintain some kind of coherent line, finally having to fall back on Metz and Verdun ... and then ....
<p>
Meanwhile, his northern attack persevered.  Fred was having un-real-ly good luck in the air and then rolling terrible results in the ground attacks, but he was maintaining pressure, and I was falling back.  You can see the situation in the accompanying photo - some of my units are covered ... smothered ... by his Fliegerkorps.  (That is Fred in the photo.  As a point of interest for grognards - "grumblers" - longtime wargamers - note the "pink panzers" and original Avalon Hill Game Company di(c)e.)
<p>
Along about Gameturn 4, things began falling completely apart for the Allies.  The BEF didn't "make it" (to the Channel), and the game calendar was full of French "replacement" - lost - armies.  It became a race to Paris between Fred's eastern and northern forces.  In the absence of France 1914's Taxicabs of Paris - they were communist in 1940?? - my last-stand defense of Paris (which included the British 1st Armoured Division) was disorganized and overrun ... Fred's forces rendezvoused in Paris ... and I lost ... a Crushing Strategic Victory, with Britain deprived of the BEF to defend itself against a now almost certainly forthcoming and successful invasion.
<p>
This first-ever game of Blitzkrieg!  The Attack on the West 1940 took about 2.5 hours to play.  In all 3 Ares Påske playtest games, I/we forgot about the weather, but since there is a limit of 1 Heavy Rain turn per game anyway, it may not have mattered that much.
<p>
<b>2nd game</b>
<p>
Fred was very enthused about the game, so we switched sides.  He had pointed out that 4 factors were necessary to defend hex R5 sufficiently to deter Teutonic adventurism there, so he manned it accordingly with an entrenched, 3-factor army.  The rest of his deployment was conventional, with his best units ready to rescue the Belgians (and Dutch).
<p>
Evilly, I decided to replicate history and terror-bomb the Dutch out of the war at the outset.  I massed all 5 of my fliegerkorps against Rotterdam.  But to our mutual shock, against all odds 3 of my fliegerkorps were shot down by seemingly unerring - Hazemeyer Radar control?? - Dutch antiaircraft gunners, and only 1 fk scored a D of the necessary 2Ds.  Not only was I thus on the first turn deprived the use of my airpower against Allied troop concentrations and indeed the use of over half my airpower for the first 2 game-turns, the enraged Dutch were empowered to more vigorously resist any further German ground attacks and the posting of my infantry army against Holland had to be permanent.
<p>
I did have my strongest units blitzing through Belgium, and after the infantry armies and korps had opened a hole in the Ardennes, my panzerkorps Blitzkrieged through to grab bridgeheads across the Meuse.  Fred moved against them, attacking with the BEF, although the French armies were out of range to do so themselves.
<p>
With my airpower equal or less to his, I lacked the overcoming edge, and my advance was slow.  At one point, Fred "gallantly" - more gleefully, actually :-) - pointed out that he, the Allies, had lost NO UNITS.  By the end of the game, I was hardly across the French/Belgian border, and Fred had won another victory.
<p>
Fred generously attributed my loss to the "anamoly" outcome of my attempt to terror-bomb the Dutch, and throwing the game at the outset to Luftwaffe dice does, with hindsight, seem il-advised.
<p>
The game took about 2 hours to play.
<p>
<b>3rd game</b>
<p>
Another Ares member, Jan, was fascinated by the game and wanted to play.  He is a long-time wargamer too, but was rusty on his hex-and-counter skills, so I gave him all the advice I could.
<p>
I let Jan be the Germans.  He went through Holland and Belgium as well, and contained the Dutch army with 2 korps for the game.
<p>
I counterattacked one of his forward 3-factor panzerkorps, and Disrupted his offensive for a turn.  Also, his luck in the air wasn't as good as it should have been.  Nonetheless, with time I was again overwhelmed, and the BEF didn't make it to the Channel, while the French 7th Army was driven into the sea.  My disintegration was starting, but we ran out of gameturns, I was tired, and I headed home.
<p>
Jan seemed to enjoy the game too, and I think I should have 2 copies of Blitzkrieg!  The Attack on the West, 1940 ready for the next club meeting.
<p>
<b>30Mar13 Solitaire game</b>
<p>
On Easter Eve, with my little Norwegian-American children gone with their mother, I tried the game solitaire, and it seems well suited to solitaire play.  
<p>
Against the Dutch, there were allocated a 3-factor army, a 2-factor panzerkorps on the northern flank, and an infantrie korps.  With help from units to the south, the Dutch korps was forced back and the German infantrie korps advanced.  With hindsight, the German army should have been farther north and the pzkps and infantrie korps on the southern flank to attack the Dutch korps.
<p>
This time, the Luftwaffe supported the ground attacks, and things went much better.  The Germans paradropped on Eben Emael with 2 fliegerkorps as escorts, and the Allies allocated the RAF and a French air unit to intercept.  The Luftwaffe escorts counter-intercepted the French, who were intercepted and sent home, and one escort was shot down, but the RAF survived to attack the ground-attacking and paradropping fliegerkorps ... without effect.  
<p>
Because N10 is an Ardennes hex, I could only support the 5-factor army with 2 infantrie korps, so I had to use one of the 3-factor pzkps on N11 with the other 5-factor army and a korps to get the combined 16-factor attacking strength necessary to get 16:5/4/3 - 3:1, 4:1, 5:1, depending on whether the fortress was destroyed and/or the army was air-attack-D-ed to lose its entrenchment (or not).  
<p>
The paras' destruction of the fortress was successfully rolled and then the Stuka-D-ing of the Belgian army on it.  However, the 5:1 ground attack die roll was only a 1 (on Die Roll Index B), and the result was a D1.  The Belgian army retreated a further hex to behind the river at K11, north of Brussels.  The southern German army advanced into Liege, and the northern to the adjacent hex north of it, while the pzkps was only able to advance 1 hex as well, because of the river.
<p>
There were 3 strong German infantrie armies to muscle through the Ardennes, and they flanked and eliminated the Ardennes Chasseurs (set up in Bastogne) on the first turn.  Two of the armies advanced, while the southern one held back to retain its movement stopping ZOCs and secure the offensive's southern flank.  The 3 remaining pzkps had been held in reserve for the Blitzkrieg Phase (and because they couldn't stack with the armies in the Ardennes), and they poured through the Ardennes up to the Meuse.
<p>
The British and French rushed into Belgium - strong, 4-factor 7. Armee anchoring the northern flank at J12 as historically, and south of that the BEF, 1. Groupe Mobile, and a corps counterattacked the forward, 3-factor pzkps, retreating and Disrupting it.  All 3 units advanced and were Disrupted.  (I'm wondering if I should air-attack the more mobile BEF in its starting position at the outset.)
<p>
The Germans continued the attack and their slow but steady advance in the second turn, taking Brussels to knock the Belgians (and their army) out of the war.  Air battles continued.
<p>
But it was the third turn that blew open the game.  In the German player-turn, I realized that the Germans could wheel 3 armies south and blast open a major hole in the hex WNW of Sedan as happened historically.  (Focussing on stopping the Germans' westward movement, as the Allies did historically, I hadn't perceived this during the second Allied player-turn.)  They did so, and although the French 10. Armee reinforcement would be coming up from Paris, it wasn't going to get there in time to plug the huge hole through which poured Blitzkrieg-moving/attacking 3-factor 19. PzKps and 2-factor 39.PzKps.  Meanwhile, the Luftwaffe re-Disrupted the BEF and its companions, pinning them in what was becoming an exposed and surroundable predicament.  (No Dunkirk escape?)
<p>
Strategically, up there in the north, 7. Armee was also vulnerable, and next game as the Allies, I will put a 3- or even just 2- factor army in that position instead ... until it becomes untenable.
<p>
The photo "Solitaire 30Mar13" shows the 3rd "24-30May" [now "20-24 May"] turn Allied player-turn, after operational movement and air attack allocation.  (All the German fliegerkorps available had been used in the German player-turn on the attack.)  Disrupted (and UnDisrupted entrenched) units are faced toward the opponent.  I moved 2. Armee (out of its Maginot Line hex and entrenchment) only 1 hex, to keep it UnDisrupted to stop German movement across its front and to still support the army back in the Maginot Line NNE of Metz.  Because of the Ardennes (and/or 39. PzKps being armor), the indicated air attacks on the German units in those hexes failed.
<p>
The 2:1 ground attack by 1. Armee and 2 corps across the river against the advance-Disrupted 19. PzKps on hex J8 produced a D2 result, and the latter's stack-limit-exceeding retreat through K7 and the 39. PzKps (down to K6, which was actually sort of an advance) Disrupted that unit as well.  Because of the equal-factor requirement, 1. Armee had to advance into J8 and be Disrupted, losing its ability to stop movement across its front and through the hole and making itself vulnerable to counterattack, but not attacking would have left 1. Armee in an even more exposed situation and left the pzkps loose to run amuck.  The corps it had been stacked with stayed, UnDisrupted, in their jump-off hex, hopefully to secure 1. Armee's flank behind the river.
<p>
Because of time I stopped play, but the Allied disintegration had clearly begun, although Rain had yet to fall.
<p>
Historically, the Sedan breakthrough occurred around May 14th/15th, only 4 or 5 days after the initial German attack!  The Germans defeated France in only 5 weeks, and there are 7 turns in the game.  Maybe they should be 5-day turns instead of 7-day turns?
<p>
Indeed, I have so altered the calendar, delaying Allied reinforcements a turn and adding an 8th turn to include June 14th, when Paris fell ... et bon chance, mes amis!

